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The all-binding principle in this reality is the principle of love.
You are living in a reality where the unity has fallen apart, to contrarieties, to poles.
That has generated the need to put the different poles together again, in order to create
unity again. The principle that drives the union to merge is the principle of love.
Every kind of dimension, every dimension that is polar-shaped possesses the
underlying love principle. When you do not have any idea about what love actually is
that message per se means very little. So, what is love?
Love is an energy structure that tries to eliminate differences. The way in which this is
attempted does not however involve wiping out or level that what is different; instead,
love aims at allow that what is different to simply be different and integrate it into a
unity.
But what does that entail?
It does entail, for example, that, when love is flowing between the people it is not
about an energy that tries to change one person into something another one believes is
right. Love is no principle that attempts to get from one person what the other one
believes he needs. Love is no principle that ties me to another person because I hand
over responsibilities to him. Nor is love a principle that compels another person to
change in any way into something different than the one he expresses. Love is a
creative force that inspires the one who loves and all that is being loved to be himself
or itself, in any way he or it might think, feel or express. Love is the unlimited
principle of absolute allowing and accepting. Love is the loving acceptance of
everything that is, without passing judgment and without evaluating.
Evaluating is based on the clinging to moral concepts that have at some point been
established by some people to provide guidelines for forms of expressions of a
psychological or a physical existence. Consequently, love is the opposite of a
guideline because it tries to see the creative, divine expression in anything and
anybody and making it fruitful without the restrictions imposed by a guideline. Loves
knows no restrictions, be it ethical, moral, social or otherwise – it is pure acceptance.
You live in an era of awakening, of change, but change into what? Some believe the
world as is to be doomed, not knowing that this is impossible. At best, the world is
destined to change. Whenever something is changing, then that what is changing is
created by all those aspects that are affected by this very change. Whenever
something is happening in your or any other kind of reality, then that what is
happening is caused, solely and without exception, by those aspects that are part of
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this change. There is no reason to look at the black side when thinking about your
future, neither is there any reason to see red or even green. This change that is
currently happening in your reality mirrors what is going on in every aspect, both
materially and psychologically.
Whatever happens on your earth is caused by everything it lives on it, as well as by
every single aspect that constitute this earth. As sum of its aspects, the earth will never
perish but change, at the most. A problem simply arises when one thinks himself
capable of assessing which kind of change is favorable and which is not. Well, who
dares to know what kind of change is favorable?
The assessment of a change can only be made on the basis of a measure of values. It is
deemed, for example, more favorable to slaughter animals than to cut plants, or to
protect certain air-layers and to create yet others because that might be important for
that what is living on this earth.
Scientific, social or even spiritual perspectives have been created, hypotheses about
what is healthy and what is unhealthy, what gives expression and what takes
expression, what corresponds to the seemingly natural cosmic law and what does not,
what is religious and god-like and what is the opposite.
Esoterics at the same time claim that everything was divine, but certain aspects were
avoidable because they were rooted more in the dark side of the divine. To put it
plainly: how can that be? This era you are living in is an era of enlightement, of
awakening. But awakening to what?
It is an era of spiritual development, albeit not in the sense that you rise from the
spiritual swamp to the spiritual light but more like the entanglement, the entrapment in
unknowing, in un-expression, the sticking to measures of values is drawing to a close.
That is being done when you evolve out of the mental entanglement and can see
clearly, all of a sudden. You realize that you, as well as everything that exists in this
reality and everywhere, is expression of one single principle: as we have said, in this
reality it is love, the loving allowing and supporting of the creative expression of
everything existing, and we repeat, of everything existing.
Anyone who has truly understood that principle of love can by no means think that
one thing is allowed to express itself while the other is not. After all, where is the
understanding of the divine when such a distinction is made? Where is the
approximate comprehension of what we call the cosmic consciousness? What does
cosmic consciousness mean? It is an understanding of the cosmic existence. The word
cosmic is derived from the Greek language, it means holistic and describes the love
principle. Illumination is the perception with everything there is. He who has reached
this consciousness will love everything for what it is, hence an expression of the One,
the source of being and the unity.
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Where there is no being, because of the polarity being dissolved and therefore the lack
of consciousness, there is no love. Love is the unifying principle of the polar. When
god is love, then god reveals himself in the polarity precisely in this principle. That is
why everything that exists is the divine principle which has to be internalized.
Every human being that makes even the slightest effort to concentrate on his own
genuine expression, on his own skills, on his core, will get into contact with his divine
inner principle and express it. Every human being that expresses himself fulfills his
destiny by diving into the creative principle of the divine.
What is interesting to note is that the expression of the creative principle is not ‘love
thy neighbor’ but ‘love thy neighbor as thyself’. Love the other one as yourself, love
everything as yourself.
The loving principle that opens up freedom and access to all human talents is the
awareness that the only thing that really matters is the expression of oneself. That is
the sole reason why you have entered this reality of polarity, to love what you are –
unlimited, creative energy.
This expression of unlimited creativity can neither be restricted by dark sides of any
kind – for there are none – nor by bright sides: there are just sides. Love does not
know any differentiation between brightness and darkness, love only knows the
unifying principle, that everything there is was being made of love, albeit in different
manifestations.
When this era is an era of return, as many believe, than this return is merely a
reversion of awareness. It is the awareness that the apparent limitation, the ‘letting
oneself be caught’ in philosophical, religious, moral and social structures of value
systems of whatever kind, must have an end in case creation or you as a human being,
respectively, want to gain access to your divine source of being, to that what you
essentially are.
Every single one of you has come here with an unlimited creative principle that cries
out for expression. This creating principle is love because it searches the connection
and hence has the inherent potential to achieve anything. He who lives in love is
unstoppable - his expression is massive and omnipresent. His talents have no limits they are not even restricted by what we call the apparent physical laws. He who truly
lives in this principle of love faces no regularities and guidelines anymore except the
ones he deliberately chooses to follow.
There have always been people living by that principle and there are still people who
are living this principle. Love as allowing principle shines for those who are close to
these people and they are given in return the freedom to be themselves. That is the
change and the development in this era.
The goal is not to rescue something or even to be protected from something, for
everything you ever experience is created by yourself. So, what would you protect
yourself from? From yourselves? You might want to think about that.
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Paradoxically, some people in esoteric circles say: the human being is a divine being
and for that reason he can protect himself. But what from? From another god?
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